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Identifying factual statements (TV debates,  
interviews, social media posts) 
Primary sources first 
3-step check 
Evaluating - 4 categories: 
TRUE, FALSE, MISLEADING, UNVERIFIABLE 

FACT 
CHECKING 



CZ: governmental and presidential promises  
SK: cooperation with nationwide daily,  
promises of government, politicians and  
public offices 

PROMISE 
TRACKING 



21 290  
CHECKED  

STATEMENTS  
TOGETHER 

31 100 
FACEBOOK FANS  

TOGETHER 

NOVEMBER 2017 2010-2017  DEMAGOG.CZ 

12 800  
FOLLOWERS ON  

TWITTER 

how our numbers are looking 



DEMAGOG.CZ 
Joint workshops with Clovek v tisni (People in Need)  
Organization 
Blogs published on a Respekt Magazine website 
Pre-election cooperation with Seznam Zpravy  
(Seznam News) and Rozhlas (Radio), 
both belongs among major news websites. 
Demagog TV 

Projects and cooperation 



DEMAGOG.SK 
Promise track with SME daily 
V4 project focused on EU policies 
Capacity building V4 project (with Demagog.CZ,  
Demagog.PL and FactCheck Ukraine)  
workshops for students with other Slovak NGOs 

Projects and cooperation 
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independent 
non-partisan 

not linked to interest groups  

grant funds 

individual donors  

cooperation with media 



HOW 
WE FIGHT  
DISINFORMATION 
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Demagog.CZ, Demagog.SK  
high schools 
critical thinking,  media literacy 
How to avoid hoaxes and fake news 

 
Factcheck yourself before you fact wreck yourself 

workshops for students 



Demagog.SK 
high school teachers  
critical thinking 
cooperation on methodology 
plans with pedagogy students 

workshops for teachers 



A project under the auspices by non-government  
organization People in Need 
Focuses on high school students 
How to tackle populism, fake news, disinformation,  
propaganda and so on 
Debunk fake news 
Discuss. Do not give a lecture 
Use as much real examples as you can 

A week of media literacy 



thank you. 
we look forward to answering your questions. 


